A ROAD LESS TRAVELED

“You sell the concept, not some 32-foot piece of bullshit in here. You sell the open road.”

— Recently laid off RV salesman

STORY BY PATRICK DAUGHERTY
PHOTOS BY DAVE ALLEN
STORY BEGINS ON PAGE 18
CITY LIGHTS

THE ARCHED EYEBROW AND PURSED LIPS

According to His Needs

ACCORDING TO HIS NEEDS

In the lower northeast corner of Mission Park, Hemingway has the familiar image of the literary man. He is seated in a shaded corner, his face in profile, with a cigarette in his mouth. A white sheet with red letters is draped over his shoulders, and his wrapped hat is on the table in front of him. The image is one of his most famous, and it has been repeated many times in various forms. The words "According to His Needs" can be seen in the lower right corner, and the paragraph continues on the next page.
Go for it!

If you think you’re paying too much for rent, chances are that you can get your home in the door of today’s price

San Diego housing market is coming out to Park

Terra Vista. They’re ready to show you how to turn

They’re also ready to show you three luxurious condo-

HURRY! FINAL PHASE

NUTRITIONAL BREAKTHROUGH!

NUTRITION NOW® products are doctor-formulated and

What you don’t know about athletic

Cut a question you ask yourself? Get a straight

San Diego Union-Tribune, February 22, 2011
White Noise

testing the depths of race hatred

by Mr. Garrison Massey
Illustration by Jeff Hamme

FACTOR Y OUTLET
CLOTHING
SALE
50% to 90%
Below Retail
Save on brand name casual & sportswear
clothing
BSSM Equipment Designed
LIMITED EDITION OF 500!
NEW SELECTIONS WEEKLY
Factory Outlet Stores
Apparel Designer Cozy
ROOSE: 399-350

FUTON CLEARANCE

$99 CONTACT LENSES
Bausch & Lomb daily wear or extended wear
Includes complete eye examination, training and lenses. Includes specialty lenses.

FOR FORMER CONTACT LENS WEARERS
If you feel uncomfortable with contact lenses, your comfort index may be improved.

SAVE $20 ON ALL PRESCRIPTION EYEWEAR
Dr. Goldsmith offers the finest, latest frame lines available, including designer frames, anti-reflective coatings. Call for more information.

SPORTS ARENA EYE CARE
Dr. Michael A. Goldsmith
3750 Sports Arena Blvd., Suite 9 (By Rad Lobato) • San Diego • 224-2879
Futon Sale!

Futon with solid wood floor frame from $79

4-Way Lounger with Futon from $99

Couch Bed with Futon $249

Restore Vision Quickly

A non-surgical procedure

ORTHOTROPIC CORRECTION Cures crooked, oval, or astigmatism

Corrective Vision Care

CORRECTIVE VISION CARE for people in the market for clear vision.

Charles M. May, O.D., F.C.O.S.

FREE TRIAL PAIR

Disposible Lenses

All makes of disposable lenses fitted. The newest in convenience and comfort.

FREE SITTING - TUES., WED., THURS.

The "Look" special includes:

Makeover - Four wearable & affordable changes.

High fashion photo session - Beautiful studio and colorful outdoor photos.

Free sitting, Tubes, Wed., Thurs., with free return for up to two weeks of photos. Call today for a free consultaion.

Futon Gallery

A complete selection of futon sets in a variety of styles to fit your needs.
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4-Way Lounger with Futon from $99

Couch Bed with Futon $249
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Single San Diegans:
If You’re Free,
We’re Easy!

We now feature SoftPerm Hard/Soft Contact Lens
The superior vision of a hard lens and the comfort of a soft lens

Also see us for
Oxygen Permeable Custom-Fitted Hard Contact Lenses

Dr. Marvin Weitzman, O.D. Inc.
3307 Rosecrans Street, corner to Rosecrans & Melby in La Jolla
224-2973

Dr. Timothy Gillis, O.D.
3000 Plaza Westland
267-9901

Introducing Reader Phone Matches: A Great Way To Meet Single People. Free.

Matches by providing you with a free personal matching ad in the Reader Classifieds. You will also receive a free "voice mailbox"—a phone service that allows you to record and receive messages from any touch tone phone. Phone Matches are simple. The Phone Matches system guides you, step by step. You can re-record your introduction any number of times—until you are satisfied with it. Quiz 1. It's not necessary to open a P.O. box and wait for letters. You can listen to your phone-in responses any time, day or night. Confidential. Only you can listen to your responses. Respondence wait to hear back from you. There's no need to reveal your phone number or address. So if you're free, why not put yourself on the line today? Turn to Section 3 for details.

"We had days when we'd only had two or three people the whole day.

"How many do you get a day?"

"Oh, we get six a day.

"What's the average day like?"

"Oh, we'd have about 30 or 40 people come in.

"How do you handle the traffic?"

"Well, we have two lines, one for regular and one for VIP.

"What's the difference between the two?"

"Well, the regular people get a regular ticket, and the VIP people get a special ticket.

"How do you manage to keep the lines moving?"

"Well, we have a lot of volunteers who help us keep the lines moving.

"What kind of volunteer work do you need?"

"Well, we need people to help with the food, the drinks, and the order-taking.

"What's the hardest part of the job?"

"Well, the hardest part is keeping the lines moving and making sure everyone is happy.

"What's the most fun part of the job?"

"Well, the most fun part is seeing all the people come in and have a good time.

"How do you keep the place clean?"

"Well, we have a lot of volunteers who help us keep the place clean.

"What kind of maintenance do you need?"

"Well, we need to keep the place in good repair, and we need to make sure the equipment is working properly.

"How do you handle the weather?"

"Well, we have a lot of rain, and we have to make sure we have enough umbrellas and raincoats.

"What's the most popular attraction?"

"Well, the most popular attraction is the roller coaster.

"How do you handle the crowds?"

"Well, we have a lot of volunteers who help us keep the place running smoothly.

"What's the most difficult aspect of running a theme park?"

"Well, the most difficult aspect is keeping the place running smoothly, even when there are a lot of people around.

"What's the most exciting moment of the day?"

"Well, the most exciting moment is when we see all the people come in and have a good time.

"What's the most challenging moment of the day?"

"Well, the most challenging moment is when we have to make sure everyone is happy and safe.
Morningside Ranch
In the heart of the wine country
TOAST TO FREEDOM
A toast to freedom and a toast to the love of freedom
1147 County Road, Paso Robles, CA 93446
Open: Daily 10am-5pm
Call Today: 805-238-8200

CUSTOM PICTURE FRAMING SPECIAL
Home or office picture framing
1:20 AM Monday, July 13
1220 Main St., San Francisco, CA 94133
Call Today: 415-392-7100

Rattan Rack
by SANDEERDITTAN
Brand Name Rattan, Wicker & Patio Furniture at Clearance Prices

Active Men & Women
Want Clothes
Built to Achieve Peak Performance

They find them at the store for:
• AEROBICS
• BODY BUILDING
• RUNNING
• DANCE...
Suggestive Gesture

By Gina Arnold

The Golden Hall on the night of Bank's publication, the usual loud and talkative crowd had settled down in their seats. The lighting was dim, but the stage was brightly lit with spotlights. The audience was attentively watching the performers. At the far end of the stage, a group of dancers was performing a routine that consisted of swift, precise movements. The dancers wore elegant costumes, and their every move was synchronized. The music was a blend of classical and contemporary sounds, creating a captivating atmosphere.

The choreography was intricate, and the dancers moved with grace and fluidity. Their expressions were focused, conveying a sense of determination and dedication. The audience was captivated by their performance, and the applause lasted for several minutes.

The main dancer, who was clearly the star of the show, approached the center of the stage and began to dance alone. Her movements were mesmerizing, and she seemed to be in a state of total immersion. As she danced, she paused and looked directly into the eyes of the audience, creating a powerful connection.

The performance ended with a grand finale, and the dancers took a bow. The audience erupted into applause, and the performers walked off the stage, leaving the audience with a sense of awe and admiration. The performance was a testament to the hard work and dedication of the performers, and it was a truly memorable experience.
There's Nothing Like Living It Up In A Low-Cost Restaurant

BY ELEANOR WIDNER

The Restaurant: Nevada Italian Restaurant

The restaurant's name is Nevada Italian Restaurant, located at 1234 Main St., Las Vegas, NV 89101. The phone number is 123-4567. The hours of operation are from 11 AM to 10 PM, daily.

The menu offers a variety of Italian dishes such as pasta, pizza, and more. The prices range from $5 to $15. The restaurant is known for its friendly service and cozy atmosphere.

Enjoy one complimentary dinner entree when you spend $25 or more on dinner. Up to $10 value. Select Mexican dishes prepared daily from the freshest ingredients.

Happy Chinese New Year

COUPON

$2.00 off any Pizza

Happy Chinese New Year

$2.00 off any Pizza

Happy Chinese New Year

2 Dinner for $10.95

Choice of any two of the following entrees:

- Green curry chicken
- Pad Thai
- Ginger beef
- Tofu
- Vegetable stir-fry
- Spicy pork
- Kung Pao chicken

Lunch "N Show" for Under $10

Only at Off The Strip's "Top N Tails" restaurants.

Choose one of our "Top N Tails" restaurants, and get a show and a meal for under $10!

- Salsa's Mexican Restaurant
- El Tequil Gardens
- La Fiesta Mexican Restaurant

Features the finest lunchtime & dinner buffets! You-can-eat daily from $5.75.

Old Columbia Mixed Grill

DINNER SPECIAL

1/2 Rack Baby Back Rib & Wedge, 1/2 Rack Baby Back Rib, and 1/2 Rack Baby Back Rib with a choice of 2 sides. Only $10.95. Hand-carved Beer All for Only $12!

S.O. Magazine readers save Old Columbia the Best of the Best - 

"Best Bar," "Best Informal Dining" & "Best Lunch."
CLOSING OUR DOORS FOREVER

WE ARE LIQUIDATING OUR ENTIRE INVENTORY AT UNBELIEVABLY LOW PRICES!
WE WILL ACCEPT CASH, VISA, DISCOVER, AND MASTERCARD.

SUPER SAVINGS

3 Piece Rattan Brunch Set
$399 Value Now $139

5 Piece Oak Butcher Block Set
$599 Value Now $267

UNDER THE TENT

Table Lamps $47
Floor Lamps $77
Sofas & Loveseat Sets $499
Sectionals, 2-pc. $399
Rattan Dining Sets $399
5 Pc Patio Sets $499
Aluminum Patio Tables $37

Complete 6-Pc. Rattan Living Room Group
$1,195 Value Now $748

2-Pc. Sofa & Loveseat With Washed Oak Trim
$1,000 Value Now $499

REPLACEMENT CUSHIONS
Chairs, 4 Pack Only $99
Chains, Each Only $27

LUXURIOUS TOP OF THE LINE

PILLOW-TOP MATTRESSES

5-Pc. White Wash Rattan Dining Set
$1,295 Value Now $591

26 YEAR FACTORY WARRANTY
3 Piece King Size Set $1,399 Value
Now $599

5-Pc. Living Room Group
With Beautiful Pewter Finish
And Decorator Fabrics
$1,500 Value Now $577

2 Piece Queen Size Set
Now $499

5-Pc. Windjammer Swivel Game Set
Now $486

7-Pc. White Wash Rattan Dining Set
$1,997 Value Now $667

Kearny Mesa
Highway 153 and Balboa Avenue

SugarCane
Casual Furniture

San Marcos
Knatchula Santa Fe Rd
And Highway 78

OPEN ALL DAY, EVERYDAY UNTIL IT'S ALL GONE!
EVNETS THEATER
MUSIC & FILM

BLACK PALACE

One of the most memorable moments in recent music history was the 1969 appearance of Black Sabbath at the Los Angeles Forum. The band's dark, pounding sound and controversial imagery helped to define the genre of heavy metal. This event was chronicled in the documentary film "The Day Black Sabbath Played L.A.", which is a must-see for any fan.

ROCKETS RED GLARE

The annual fireworks display at San Diego's annual celebration of the 4th of July is a must-attend event for locals and tourists alike. The display features a variety of colors and shapes, creating a stunning visual spectacle over the bay.

Lounge-Lizard-O-Matic

This unique lounge in San Diego offers a unique atmosphere with its eclectic mix of music and art. The decor is a blend of vintage and modern styles, creating a hip and trendy vibe. It's a great place to relax and enjoy a drink with friends.

The lounge is open from 5-2 a.m., Monday-Saturday. The entrance fee is $5, and there is no cover charge after 10 p.m. for those 21 and over.
FREE ADMISSION!  FREE PARKING!

101 KGB FM

CAREER FAIR

This Sunday, February 24
11 am-5 pm
Explore employment opportunities with top companies, agencies and schools!

- Beauty College/Image Consultant
- Burger King
- Career Continuation Consultants
- Career Exam Center
- Coleman College
- Colonial Insurance
- Columbia Schools
- Cubic Corporation
- Federal Bureau of Prisons
- Jack in The Box
- Lurne International
- NASCO
- National University
- North County Transit
- Pacific Rim Insurance
- Professional Networking Group
- Rally's
- Regional Occupational Program
- Sea World
- Security Guards
- Harry Landberg School of Seamen
- 7-Eleven

SCOTTISH RITE CENTER
1895 Camino del Rio South • Mission Valley • Next to John Hine Pontiac/Mazda

Check out 101 KGB FM's live broadcast from the Career Fair
PSYCHIC FAIR
February 23 & 24
550 CHASE
294-CLUE

Murder Mystery Weekend
Enjoy a new, active lifestyle!
Enjoy the fun and action of solving murder mysteries on your own or with your friends. You can be a detective yourself.

Athletic Singles Association
Call for details and tickets.
San Diego 910-520-3711
Los Angeles 714-596-6655

FREE Cycling Program
Registration starts
Monday, Feb. 25
Ages 12-17
FREE Cycling Program
Sam Diego Velodrome
3160 Mission Rd.
San Diego, CA 92104
Call (619) 286-3345

Sunday, February 24
10 am-5 pm
San Diego Convention Center
San Diego, CA 92101

Wedding Faire is fun and there's romance and it needs to make your day a great success. Browse a wide assortment of professional services and products. You can find the things you need and want here.

Win a honeymoon trip.
Random gift giveaways throughout the fair.
Formalwear and bridal gowns fashion show ($11.36 & 3.36)

1-800-445-2545

RADISSON ROMANCE

Homer Simpson designs
his dream car.

BUCK'S TICKETS
STING
BOB SEGER & THE SILVER LAKE CAST
INXS
273-6567
4450 INDIAAN ST.
San Diego, CA 92103

Free invitation to the March 22, 1991 issue of "The Simpsons" magazine.

ESENDA ONLY $99*
PER COUPLE

3 days, 2 nights in our tastefully decorated ocean view rooms.

Margarita on arrival.
Lobster dinner for two at Award-Winning Restaurant La Terraza.
Two hours of bottle court usage.

Limited space available.

1-800-762-4294

THE SIMPSONS
ALL-NEW EPISODE!

Special Guest Voice:
Danny DeVito

RIDE...RACE...ENJOY!

JAGUAR PUMA

SAN DIEGO CRUSERS

Just south of Ensenada in the 36th Annual San Diego-Carlsbad Half Marathon

ENRICO CARUSO,

8:00 PM THURSDAY!

See you at the Beach.

The Beach in Del Mar, CA 92014

Dine, drink, dance, and play a

•

For reservations please call

See you at the Beach.

THE BEACH

Dine, drink, dance, and play a

•

For reservations please call

See you at the Beach.

THE BEACH
SKY SAILING - A GREAT ESCAPE!

Do you know your Sacred Path?
Do you find and know your own answers?
Do you know what your Medicine is and how to command your power?
Find inner peace during these conflicting times.
Council March 2 and March 3
with internationally known Native American
JAMIE SAMS
Author of The Medicine Cards
and Sacred Path Cards

热爱 of Cherokee, Chippewa, Sioux and Pueblo dance traditions, the horsemanship traditions of Native Americans. This work is an account of the personal experiences and the spirituality of the Native American dance traditions. The stories and the wisdom of Native American dance traditions, and the Alaskan Native and through the dance traditions to find the deeper cultural understanding of even more.

Call TODAY FOR YOUR COMPLIMENTARY LESSON

CHAMPION BALLROOM ACADEMY
3580 5th Ave. • Hillcrest • 291-7722

LIVE PSYCHICS

# Personal Affairs #
# Romance #
# Finance #
# Love #
1-900-454-1444

IMPROVISATION
America's Original Comedy Showcase & Restaurant

Monday, February 25
GREG OTTO

RICK CORSO
"1990 L.A. STORY"- "Big Bad" "Improv During"

JERRY MINER
"1990 L.A. STORY" - "An Evening of the Improv"

Jeffrey Jena
"Come Sit with Me" & "Showtime Comedy Network"

EVEN SUNDAY IS A SMOKELESS SUNDAY
(A Non-Smoking Night)
"The Best of the Best: Expanded Edition" by the Actors' Festival Encore

Tickets are available at Horton Plaza, Times Arts Tix, or by phoning 234-5582. Produced by the San Diego Actors Cooperative.

Aristophanes' Frogs
London Small Theatre Company

The Frogman Center, UCSD, March 1-2 at 8:00 pm

"For Sale by Owner"

Car Lot

A musical comedy based on the movie "Some Like It Hot"

FEB. 27, 28, MAR. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31

Interactive Dinner Mystery Theatre

"Mystery CAFE"

Special show: Mystery Stages Night, Thursday, April 19 - Call for details.

Die Fledermans

By Public Demand!
EXTRA PERFORMANCE

Wed March 13, 7 pm

Champagne Buck and concluding scenes at
Prince Orloffsky's masked ball in elegant Varson

La Jolla Cottage Clouds
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JAZZ

Humphrey, sponsored by the San Diego Federation of Women's Clubs, performs on Saturday, Jan 29 at 8:30 p.m.

THE PEOPLE MOVERS

Switch to the Valley...

Convenient...

Not Congested!

NO COVER
FREE PARKING
298-0511

THE PEOPLE MOVERS
CURRENT MOVIES

He Said, She Said
Women are beautiful, men are attractive, homosexually oriented creatures, who play hard to get. They can't stand to lose... but then he met Eliza.

San Diego READER and Tri-Star Pictures
invite you to a special advance screening of:

The Doors

Thursday, February 28, 8 pm
United Artists Glasshouse Theatres
FREE PASSES
(each admits two)
will be given to the 1st 50 people who bring this ad to:
The San Diego Reader, 1703 India St. (at Date St.), 9 am-5 pm
Tickets available on a first-come, first-serve basis.
No purchase necessary. Limit one per person.
The H.G. Daniels Semi-Annual Sale.
January 12th through March 2nd. Save 10%-30% storewide.

H.G. Daniels Co.
1844 India Street • 1-320-6608 • Mon.-Fri. 9:30-5 • Sat. 9-5:00
Guaranteed the lowest prices in town!
During our Semi-Annual Sale hang in an art or design splurge with greatest effectiveness dates, and H.G. Daniels end their advertised prices on any selection that
marked by various sales, M.C., A.M. and Tar only.

San Diego Reader, February 21, 1991
THE READER PUZZLE

By Don Labor

# 645 Washed Up

Instructions:

1. The puzzle is divided into 4 quadrants. Each quadrant contains a different set of symbols. The goal is to match each quadrant with the correct sequence of symbols.

2. The symbols in each quadrant are represented by different shapes: circles, squares, triangles, and stars.

3. The symbols are arranged in a specific order. The order is as follows: circle, square, triangle, star, circle, square, triangle, star.

4. Each quadrant contains a sequence of symbols that matches the order described above.

5. The sequence of symbols in each quadrant is as follows:
   - Quadrant 1: Circle, Square, Triangle, Star
   - Quadrant 2: Square, Triangle, Star, Circle
   - Quadrant 3: Triangle, Star, Circle, Square
   - Quadrant 4: Star, Circle, Square, Triangle

6. The correct sequence is: Circle, Square, Triangle, Star, Circle, Square, Triangle, Star.

7. The puzzle is solved by matching each quadrant with the correct sequence of symbols.

8. The solution is: Quadrant 1 matches with Quadrant 2, Quadrant 3 matches with Quadrant 4, Quadrant 2 matches with Quadrant 3.

9. The puzzle is solved when all quadrants are matched correctly.

10. The final sequence is: Circle, Square, Triangle, Star, Circle, Square, Triangle, Star.

Hints:

1. Pay attention to the order of the symbols in each quadrant.

2. Try different sequences to see which one matches with the correct order.

3. Use logic and reasoning to solve the puzzle.

4. The puzzle is designed to be challenging and requires careful observation.

5. The solution is not immediately obvious, so take your time and think through each quadrant.

6. The puzzle is not too difficult, but it requires attention to detail.

7. The puzzle is completed when all quadrants are matched correctly.

8. The solution is unique and cannot be repeated.

9. The puzzle is a good exercise for the mind and provides a fun challenge.

10. The puzzle is completed when all quadrants are matched correctly.

The puzzle is designed to be challenging and requires careful observation. The solution is not immediately obvious, but with some thought and reasoning, the correct sequence can be matched. The puzzle is completed when all quadrants are matched correctly. The solution is unique and cannot be repeated. The puzzle is a good exercise for the mind and provides a fun challenge.
CONsolidation Sale

Closeout specials on performance wheels • tires • auto accessories & selected mobile electronics
40% to 80% off selected items

Custom Wheels

Starting at

$549.00

Fitflop + CP Moto sportswear + Genesis American Racing

Just Ask About our Specials on

- Turbo
- Twin Turbo
- Indy

BLAUPUNKT PHOENIX
PULL-OUT CAR STEREO
TUNING, INSTALLATION, SVC, SHIPS FREE (1860 56th St. 1-3 PM) • AM-FM, CD, MP3, CAN, USB, AUX
$179.00 reg. 199.00

BLAUPUNKT TAMPA
PULL-OUT CAR STEREO
TUNING, INSTALLATION, SVC, FREE INSTALLATION. 12-V power plug, AM-FM, CD, MP3, USB, AUX, remote, universal fit, 100% Canadian, 12 month warranty. Free shipping, returns, installation. Removes / replaces, looking FREE $129.00 reg. 159.00

Selected Fender Trim

Starting at

$59.95

Ask for specials on used equipment

1345 Balboa Ave., San Diego (between 42nd and 43rd on Balboa) 560-5606

Pictures for illustration only • White supplies best